In the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), communication between ground monitoring stations and master control stations can be easily disturbed by the multi-access interference (MAI). This paper proposes a Kalan filtering multiuser detector method to anti MAI that can improve receiver bit error rate (BER). This method is verified by simulation, the results shows MAI suppression obviously.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Defining [ (0), (1), (2 
After demodulation, the up/downlink receiving signal express in vector form, as equation (4).
The multiuser detector for satellite q can be used to anti MAI, the output is given by equation (5).
In the equation (5), the tap-weight vector ( ) q c k characterizes the multiuser detector. In the following, we consider how to establish ( ) q c k for blind adaptive MAI multiuser detector. The ( ) q c k can be expressed as equation (6). 
ANTI-MAI BASED ON KALMAN FILTERING
The gain equation:
The MSE estimation equation:
The tap-weight vector equation: 
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The Mat lab simulation software is used to simulate the anti-MAI of the CBMC, and the number of users is 1 to 25. Spread frequency code adopts PN sequence, the length of it is 200 bits. The code gain of LDPC is 4dB. The result of simulation is as following Fig. 3 .
